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Choice 1 A

We want to connect our places, parks and green spaces together as part of a city-wide, regional, and national green network. We want new development to connect to, and 
deliver this network. Do you agree with this? - Select support / don't support

Short Response Yes

Explanation Greenspace is vital for many reasons, especially climate change, health and well-being,  and strengthening communities.

Choice 1 B

We want to change our policy to require all development (including change of use) to include green and blue infrastructure. Do you agree with this? - Support / Object

Short Response Yes

Explanation Very definitely, strongly support this proposal. Developers should be funding this, not the city.
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Choice 1 C

We want to identify areas that can be used for future water management to enable adaptation to climate change. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Very important in the light of climate change.

Choice 1 D

We want to clearly set out under what circumstances the development of poor quality or underused open space will be considered acceptable. Do you agree with this?  - 
Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Clarity is definitely required. For a start, we need a clear definition of what 'poor quality'  and 'underused' mean, in the context of open space.  'Development' 
of open space is vague - does it mean develop space into better space, or does it actually mean build (housing, probably) on previously open space. Does this 
refer to privately owned land, or public realm / common good land, or both/either?  We would categorically oppose any development on public 
realm/common good  spaces. The recent debacle over inappropriate use of Princes Street Gardens for private commercial gain has highlighted the 
importance of common good greenspace to the citizens of Edinburgh. There is no 'one size fits all' formula (other than 'default presumption of NO') that 
should apply to all the various circumstances that might apply to different areas of open space green space; these would need to be considered case by 
case. We are likely to be unconvinced by any proposals to build on green space, unless (1) communities are fully consulted first (and that does not just mean 
a few hundred folk replying to a CEC online 'consultation'),  and (2) 'improvements' or 'alternative provision' is delivered and agreed (by communities) to be 
equivalent or better before removal of any existing open space.
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Choice 1 E

We want to introduce a new ‘extra-large green space standard’ which recognises that as we grow communities will need access to green spaces more than 5 hectares. Do 
you agree with this?  - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation This improved standard should be applied to large brownfield sites within the city as well as to new sites on the outskirts of the city, although 3-5 hectares 
might be more realistic than a flat 5 hectares. For example, the proposed area for new high density house building at Seafield should very definitely include 
access to a large area of green space

Choice 1 F

We want to identify specific sites for new allotments and food growing, both as part of new development sites and within open space in the urban area. Do you agree with 
this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Yes, but again not applied as a 'formula', and not just as a quick and easy option.  A survey of priority needs in each local area / community needs to be 
carried out. There are many areas that need and would rather have, say, space and facilities to occupy older children and teens (fenced 5-a-side court, 
skatepark etc.)  A shared community garden  / growing space might suit local communities better, and be more productive and more equitable than 
allotments for individuals. Allocation of allotments should be revised, so that only people with no garden can have one.
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Choice 1 F

We want to identify specific sites for new allotments and food growing, both as part of new development sites and within open space in the urban area. Do you agree with 
this? - Upload (max size 3mb)

Short Response No

Explanation

Choice 1 G

We want to identify space for additional cemetery provision, including the potential for green and woodland burials. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Yes, however we would give much stronger support to green and woodlands burial schemes, than to burial in a city cemetery,. The latter should be 
discouraged, somehow, if possible, and no more greenspace within densely built up city areas should be used for this.

Choice 1 H

We want to revise our existing policies and green space designations to ensure that new green spaces have long term maintenance and management arrangements in place. 
Do you agree with this? - Yes/No

Short Response Yes

Explanation We support this - ongoing maintenance and good management are vital.  We might favour adoption and Council-delivered services, rather than out-sourcing 
to private companies, who are inevitably looking to make a profit first, rather than putting the needs of residents / citizens first.
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Choice 2 A

We want all development (including change of use), through design and access statements, to demonstrate how their design will incorporate measures to tackle and adapt 
to climate change, their future adaptability and measures to address accessibility for people with varying needs, age and mobility issues as a key part of their layouts. - Yes / 
No

Short Response Yes

Explanation We would have serious concerns if this proposal means ‘junking’ the current DES 1,3,6,7,8, HOU 4, Env 20   but we'd certainly like to see strengthening of 
 
Design Quality standards and Accessibility. The introduction states with commendable honesty: "Our design policies are generally strong and are largely fit 
for purpose, however we recognise that we don't always achieve the best outcomes for our city."  This is quite an understatement. The patience of the 
citizenry has been sorely taxed by what's been going on in Edinburgh and the surrounding area for the last two or three decades (indeed much further back!), 
regarding new developments and the stewardship of the public realm. What we’ve been getting is emphatically NOT good quality, sustainable, imaginative, 
attractive, sympathetic and well-integrated development, and this consistent failure to achieve good outcomes continues to rankle more than somewhat on 
the ground among the people affected. Because of what they see around them, citizens have become firmly convinced that the council is essentially in 
cahoots with the developers and all too often against the local environment and against the local communities.  We see student accommodation blocks 
cropping up all over the city at the cost of much-needed housing for permanent residents, the rash of invasive, overly dense residential "urban regeneration" 
projects, the variable-quality housing schemes and estates erupting in green spaces on the fringes of towns across the Lothians, the pile'em-high/sell'em-
cheap ugly square housing blocks squeezed into every tiny corner, and now ribboning along the north-shore waterfront – the quality of the new-build 
environment permitted by this and other councils has, all too often, been emphatically not "fit for purpose".  The impact of all this sub-optimal construction 
has been to substantially degrade and diminish not just the immediate area of the development site itself but the wider environment too – clogging up the 
central belt, and strangling its towns and cities.  Building height / Density - There should be unambiguous rules about height and density of new building 
matching neighbouring buildings, also there needs to be data driven policy on the ratio of mandatory new infrastructure to match new development. We 
would like a pause and reset. The city is at a crossroads (as it were) and policies on development must change and improve. Because of rising house prices 
and shortage of housing (largely/partly driven by over-tourism, Air BnB etc.), citizens are forced to buy homes outside the city, and to commute into work, 
very often by private car. It is no accident that Edinburgh's commuter traffic congestion is now among the worst in the UK, whereas just a few short years ago 
(some of us recall) it was among the easiest, the whole city region having been snarled up by a development-led increase in traffic volumes. Accessibility - 
The fact that we have an ageing population needs to be taken more into consideration. There is an acute shortage of accessible housing for older and 
disabled people (cf 'Scotland's Hidden Crisis' by Equality and Human Rights Commission. )  A great proportion of housing in Edinburgh is inaccessible. Many 
ground floor flats have been removed from the housing stock thanks to the short term letting market. But ground floor flats should be protected and 
reserved as accessible homes. Equality and Human Rights Commission. ) Just making doors wider is not enough, all new builds must be made fully accessible 
and easily adaptable (eg. wet room style bathrooms). We should adopt the recommendations of Equality & Human Rights commission that a minimum of 
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10% of all new housing  should be built to wheelchair accessible standards.  There is also an urgent need for new private housing in Edinburgh that is suitable 
for older owner occupiers who are downsizing. The only way to free up larger family homes for sale to younger families, is by there being somewhere 
suitable for their owners (elderly couples facing decreasing mobility etc.) to move to. They do not want tiny flats in high rise blocks, with no greenspace and 
no parking spaces. Where are the smaller inner city courtyard developments with groundfloor apartments? Co-housing projects? Apartment blocks with 
shared facilities? Perhaps we should be building as many retirement complexes as student blocks..? Sustainability - no building on flood areas, no conversion 
of gardens into concreted private parking areas. All buildings to meet aspiration of  net 0  greenhouse gases by 2045 (Climate Change Act 2019

Choice 2 B

We want to revise our policies on density to ensure that we make best use of the limited space in our city and that sites are not under-developed. Do you agree with this? - 
Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation But we have caveats. We are concerned that ensuring that ‘sites are not under-developed’  is another way of saying ‘all sites must be high density’  - and that 
that will lead to over-development and buildings that do not fit into their local context. We have questions: what would a minimum of 65/100 dwellings per 
hectare look like? What would "A vertical mix of uses to support the efficient use of land" mean, for instance, at the Seafield waterfront? How high is too 
high?   Densely packed high rise blocks may be bearable IF the land next to the block is well-maintained usable greenspace, for play and exercise etc. and 
there is access to nature, eg. coastal path etc.,  - but may not be bearable if the blocks are just squeezed up close to each other with no open space around.

Choice 2 C

We want to revise our design and layout policies to achieve ensure their layouts deliver active travel and connectivity links. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Again, with some caveat. Yes, we'd want to see 'layouts delivering active travel and connectivity links'-- but NOT at the price of public transport and 
accessibility for older and disabled people.
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Choice 2 D

We want all development, including student housing, to deliver quality open space and public realm, useable for a range of activities, including drying space, without losing 
densities. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation With caveats. Yes we'd like to see 'all development, including student housing, to deliver quality open space and public realm, usable for a range of activities, 
including drying space'. But No, we're not too concerned if that means losing some density.  If it can't be achieved without losing density, then that means 
the density needs to be lost.

Choice 3 A

We want all buildings and conversions to meet the zero carbon / platinum standards as set out in the current Scottish Building Regulations. Instead we could require new 
development to meet the bronze, silver or gold standard. Which standard should new development in Edinburgh meet? - Which standard?

Short Response Platinum (zero car

Explanation LLCC would be in favour of aiming for best-in-class practice, i.e. all buildings and conversions being required to meet the zero-carbon "platinum" standards  - 
or at least gold or silver - and not, as at present, settling for the Scottish Building Regulations' bronze,
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Choice 4 A

We want to work with local communities to prepare Place Briefs for areas and sites within City Plan 2030 highlighting the key elements of design, layout, and transport, 
education and healthcare infrastructure development should deliver. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Yes, with caveats and while emphasising the importance of Local Place Plans. While we are very supportive in principle, a lot will depend on how this is 
implemented in practice. The relationship between Place Briefs and Local Place Plans needs to be explicit from the outset in terms of which mechanism has 
primacy and which shapes the other.  We see the potential for confusion and potentially even conflict between the Council’s commitment to use Place Briefs 
as a means of directing future development and in particular for all new housing sites, and Local Place Plans as a device to make planning more collaborative. 
The new Planning Act indicates that Councils merely have to show ‘due regard’ for LPPs which in our view could give them very little weight in the process of 
shaping what actually happens on the ground. Whereas Place Briefs could become the Council’s default tool to inform communities what it plans to do, 
without really 'engaging' early with communities. LLCC supports making community involvement the sine qua non heart of the Place Brief  (whether in the 
form of a LPP or otherwise).   More specifically, we are concerned with the future development of the brownfield site at Seafield which abuts the 
community council areas of Portobello, Craigentinny and Leith Links. This site represents the single largest brownfield site in the City and is therefore 
inevitably in the minds of the planners and developers when seeking to meet the target that Edinburgh has for 40,000 new houses. We could see a potential 
muddle  / conflict of Place Brief and LPP processes here. If the Council develops a Place Brief for the site, even with a full programme of community 
engagement, past experience tells us that the development of the site would quickly begin to become developer-led, leaving the community to play catch up 
and react to each developer’s proposal in piecemeal fashion. This site is so significant in terms of the long term future of our three communities that the 
community councils have collectively agreed to get on the ‘front foot’ and call for a community led Master-planning exercise in conjunction with CEC. This will 
ensure that our concerns, in terms of ensuring the overall design, housing tenure mix, environmental quality and local economic impact align with the 
aspirations of all three communities and the wider city environment.   In an ideal world and perhaps at some point into the future when the scope and 
purpose of Local Place Plans have been clarified and properly road-tested, this master planning exercise would reflect the LPP’s of all three communities. But 
LPPs so far remain uncharted territory within Scotland planning system and we are not prepared to take that risk with the future of this strategically 
important site. The community must be involved in Master Planning and Place Briefs and not just ‘relegated’ to LPPS which may or may not turn out to have 
any actual clout.
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Choice 4 B

We want to support Local Place Plans being prepared by our communities. City Plan 2030 will set out how Local Place Plans can help us achieve great places and support 
community ambitions. - How should the Council work with local communities to prepare Local Place Plans?

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation The Council should seek to work proactively with communities, via existing community groups (in our area, such as Leith Creative, Save Leith Walk, PLACE, 
Residents Associations, as well as local Community Councils) to support them in developing Local Place Plans. Support would entail allocating budget to fund 
a Community Learning / Development Officer to work with the community groups, widen engagement, organise events etc.. and funding for dissemination of 
information material etc. When a Local Place Plan is in development  / in place, the Council must fully take account of it as one of the most important 
elements , that takes a central place in n Master Planning,  creating Place Briefs,  discussions with developers, and dealing with PANS and Planning 
applications.
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Choice 5 A

We want City Plan 2030 to direct development to where there is existing infrastructure capacity, including education, healthcare and sustainable transport, or where 
potential new infrastructure will be accommodated and deliverable within the plan period. Do you agree with this?  - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation We support  this, because  - obviously - development cannot proceed where there is no appropriate infrastructure. But we have many caveats. We are not 
convinced either that existing infrastructure can cope (Leith area) or that new infrastructure is properly provided for within current planning processes.  We 
are very clear that the city needs to be building new communities, not just new houses. That means, for larger scale sites, Master Planning and Place briefs, in 
collaboration with local Place Plans developed by the community, that include/integrate within the design of new developments the key elements of a mini 
village  - not just tacking on, in the final stages of the planning process, a ‘bill’ to developers, for a financial contribution towards ‘infrastructure’ 
(unspecified). The city must definitely not be prepared to ‘waive’ infrastructure contributions from developers, or to spend these in ways that actually do not 
directly benefit the inhabitants of new developments and their immediate neighbourhoods. While planning new building, Edinburgh needs to recognise and 
act on the need to protect and support existing communities. New developments of scale must not simply be allowed to ‘leech’ on the infrastructure of 
existing communities. In this respect, we have severe reservations about CEC’s stated intention to ‘direct development to where there is existing 
infrastructure’. In and around Leith, this has arguably already been done to saturation point. It cannot continue unabated - new infrastructure must always 
accompany new building whether the building is on brownfield suites or on the edge of the city. Building new communities and protecting existing 
communities is something that Edinburgh has failed to do well, so far. New housing developments seem to either ‘leech’ on existing communities leading to 
increasingly overcrowded schools, healthcare facilities, parks and buses, or else (when on the outer fringes of the city, turn into rather isolated ‘dormitory 
towns’ that do not include commercial / light industrial sites that might afford local employment opportunities, and that often require car use to access basic 
facilities such as schools, supermarkets, leisure facilities, good quality greenspace etc. Developers need to be held to account to ensure that they provide 
infrastructure alongside profitable (for them) housing. Design needs to:  •	Focus on the people who will inhabit the new developments. •	Reduce the need 
for inhabitants to travel for employment, leisure etc. (whether into the town centre, or out of town) by providing local employment opportunities. •	Respect 
the character of existing neighbourhoods. •	Support / develop local High Streets and small scale local commercial centres, and stop permitting / building out 
of town malls. •	Provide good quality greenspace in proportion to the density of new housing, along with a commitment to ongoing maintenance of 
greenspace. •	Provide for local active travel and connectivity within the development, eg. path networks, cycle routes. In/ on the fringes of our (Leith Links) 
area, where there are likely to be many new developments, of high and dense housing (for example, the proposed Seafield site), increase in population 
density must be matched by a clear increase in not only the usual (electricity, water, sewage etc.) but also a mandatory matching increase in: •	Schools, 
Health and Transport infrastructure (see below) •	public green space, outdoor leisure / sports facilities, play facilities •	general amenity such as attractive 
building design that is in proportion with neighbouring buildings (height, density), and protection of /or creation of attractive vistas. •	Commercial / light 
industrial infrastructure such as small workshops, garages, DIY outlets •	Social infrastructure such as  libraries, community meeting space, shared co-
working space, etc. as well as retail.  Education Infrastructure Urban Area Sites (Choice 12, Option A and/or Option C) LLCC strongly supports proposal to 
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build both new non-denominational Primary Schools and a new Secondary school in North Edinburgh – Leith specifically. In Leith, the local population has 
already grown extraordinarily rapidly due to lower house prices / rents and high density housing being built in brownfield sites across the area. Local schools 
are already bursting at the seams. Class sizes have been increasing and parental choice is reduced, because of this congestion. Further house building within 
the area is bound to continue apace and to accelerate under both Options A and/ or C) which will make this issue even more urgent.  Because greenspace is 
at a premium in this very densely populated part of North Edinburgh, •	no new school should be built on what is currently greenspace •	no new school 
should be built without including an area of open greenspace in its design •	All new schools should include not only greenspace for play  /sport, but, with an 
eye to climate change and sustainability, healthy eating etc., some space for planting and growing.  HealthCare Infrastructure The population in Leith has 
already grown rapidly due to high density housing being built in brownfield sites across the area. This is likely to continue / accelerate in the future under 
both Options A and/ or C, there is an urgent need for more local Primary HealthCare facilities, especially GP services, but also including community 
pharmacies, and ancillary services (particularly needed by an ageing population) such as chiropody, physiotherapy,  etc.  A (mobile?) Minor Injuries Unit 
located in Leith would be desirable since it is impossible to get to the Western General Hospital by public transport  from Leith without changing buses (at 
Crewe Toll) or having to walk half a mile.   Transport Infrastructure / Connectivity Leith should be well connected to the city /centre by the tram but there is 
a marked lack of connectivity to other parts of the city, to the west and east, eg. to the Western General Hospital, and to Portobello & Musselburgh,  and 
direct links to Park and Ride facilities; this needs to be addressed by a review of bus routes (Lothian Buses). If necessary, CEC should subsidise bus routes that 
are not profitable, e.g. to Western General from Leith. Like other European cities transport in Edinburgh should be integrated where one ticket allows 
communters to travel using bus and tram. Connectivity should be easy to follow through the use of user friendly route planning and timetables. Sewage 
Infrastructure Local Development Plan (2016) policies under revision: Provision of New Waste Management Sites (RS 3) Waste Disposal Sites (RS 4) LLCC 
represents the community on the Seafield Wastewater Treatment Plant Stakeholder Group. We welcome the recent commitment by Scottish Government to 
build a new state of the art sewage works on the current site, in future. Any new plant must be future-proofed and have built-in capacity to service the needs 
of the growing population of Edinburgh and the Lothians over the next century.  The current sewage plant is demonstrably not fit for purpose. For years, 
citizens living in Leith have had to endure disgusting smells of human waste coming from the Seafield Waste Water  plant which is operated by Veolia on 
behalf of public body, Scottish Water.  The local community  - having been promised on a regular basis that measures would be taken to reduce odour 
emissions -  continue to live with a seriously ‘bad neighbour’ where managers react to, rather than managing, areas/processes within the Seafield complex 
where problems occur on a regular basis. Odour emissions can be traced to uncovered primary settlement tanks and/or storm tanks but the current 
operators consistently fail to take action timeously to prevent the public being subjected to disgusting smells. This is a major issue to be considered in the 
plan to build large numbers of new houses on adjacent brownfield areas at Seafield. How ‘livable’ can these new homes be, if the Council consistently fails to 
enforce the Code of Practice on odour, at the Seafield plant? Any new sewage works should be designed to cope with  increases in population and  should be 
capable of eliminating (rather than just ‘managing’ (or NOT managing) as at present) odour emissions. The new plant should fit into the local MasterPlan / 
Place Brief, and the coastal path route should be able to pass the plant without knowing it was there. There are examples of excellent sewage works in other 
countries, for example New York. Scottish Water could organise an international design competition to provide a 21st Century Edinburgh with sewage works 
to be proud of, with green credentials. Roads / Access - The road (and bridge) along from Leith Links to the roundabout at Portobello needs to be redesigned. 
 
Waste Sites Access to the current Waste Disposal Site is currently dangerously situated on a bend
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Choice 5 B

We want City Plan 2030 to set out where new community facilities are needed, and that these must be well connected to active travel routes and in locations with high 
accessibility to good sustainable public transport services. Do you agree with this? - Yes / NO

Short Response Yes

Explanation Absolutely.  But If there is not good enough travel / transport provision to a good site, this should be added.  As always, there needs to be a balance between 
accessibility and active travel. However much active travel increases, we still have an ageing population, and a proportion of disabled citizens, who will need 
access by public transport, car or taxi.

Choice 5 C

We want to reflect the desire to co-locate our community services close to the communities they serve, supporting a high walk-in population and reducing the need to 
travel. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Absolutely. This seems an absolute basic of town/city planning. Everybody needs and wants access to convenient and affordable services and facilities that 
are located within their own community, i.e within walking distance and/or on a local public transport route. Nobody should have to own a car in order to 
drive to school / healthcare centre etc. The use of the term 'co-locate' is a bit ambiguous. Do you mean co-locate with local communities or co-locate with 
each other?  (eg education, library  and health etc.) Support both, actually.
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Choice 5 D1

We want to set out in the plan where development will be expected to contribute toward new or expanded community infrastructure. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Absolutely! This is fundamental. Developers have got away for far too long with making only minimal contributions to community infrastructure. The level of 
developer contributions should be raised considerably.   We are emphatically clear that developers of student accommodation must be required to 
contribute equally, alongside developers of all other types of housing etc.  It is unacceptable for them to be allowed to ‘pick and choose’ as to which services 
their residents might be likely to use, in a neighbourhood. That is not how things work - if they are in a community, they are part of the community and 
should contribute as all other community members do.

Choice 5 D2

We want to use cumulative contribution zones to determine infrastructure actions, costs and delivery mechanisms. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation No sure. We are interested by the concept of 'cumulative contribution zones' whereby the impact of all developments within a defined zone on existing 
infrastructure is calculated together, with the cost then shared. We like the ‘integrated approach’ that this implies. But how could it be 'shared equally'?  This 
requires some further explanation – surely developers of very large / dense housing developments should contribute more than small scale developers? 
 
And what if there is a 'time lag' between the first stag of building in a large site, and the later and final stages. Does the overall/shared developer contribution 
have to be held up until the site is completed? That would not be helpfui.
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Choice 5 E

We want to stop using supplementary guidance and set out guidance for developer contributions within the plan, Action Programme and in non-statutory guidance.  Do 
you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation We strongly support this. To achieve this, the city needs a new, clear and very robust and transparent policy on the contribution that developers will be 
required to make – and the level of contribution needs to be made much higher - and what it is to be spent on.  Developer contributions must be used 
locally  - not diverted to city wide projects. For example, money should not be diverted away from local communities and into  paying for the Trams. There is 
a major role for collaboration with local communities here - it is they who should set the priorities for local infrastructure spending, in partnership with 
council.
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Choice 6 A

We want to create a new policy that assesses development against its ability to meet our targets for public transport usage and walking and cycling. These targets will vary 
according to the current or planned public transport services and high-quality active travel routes. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Yes but this approach does not give adequate weight to accessibility issues. LLCC is anxious to ensure that accessibility is given adequate consideration in all 
design guidelines and planning. While we support Active Travel, it is not possible for everybody. Over-emphasis on cycling and walking risks excluding older 
and disabled people. Their voices are just not heard in the standard kind of online consultation for the simple reason that many of them cannot access  / are 
also excluded from that communication method  Statutory consultation on accessibility tends to focus predominantly on wheelchair users , and those with 
sensory impairments, eg. blind and visually impaired people. Both of these are, of course, important, but these conditions affect a relatively small percentage 
of the population. We would stress that a much larger number of citizens may not have a wheelchair or a white stick but equally / also have disabilities that 
impair their mobility, to a greater or lesser extent, due to them just being older (slow walking, lack of strength / energy/stamina, arthritis in hips and /or 
knees, poor balance etc.)  With an ageing population, this is a substantial proportion of the citizenry of Edinburgh. Many illnesses and disabilities – or 
intermittent or ‘transient’ conditions – that cause pain and that limit mobility are ‘hidden’ – such as ME, fibromyalgia, MS, Parkinsons etc. Other citizens have 
congenital or acquired cognitive impairments such as learning difficulties, autism, stroke etc. that mean that they cannot travel alone but may need carers 
with them.  ALL of these people need a livable and accessible city. But many/most of them will not be able to walk far, or cycle. They are likely to 
need: •	Ground floor living, and/or flats that are designed with lifts to all floors •	Wide, well-maintained pavements •	Public transport that offers o	Bus 
stops that are not too far apart (200-300 metres is more realistic than 400 metres) o	Buses with space for wheelchairs (as well as prams/buggies) and for 
users of rollators (also perhaps for foldable electric mobility scooters (or trams and trains, if not on buses) o	Buses that go where people want to go (a 
variety of peripheral routes, not just all into the city centre). o	Bus routes that allow for a single through journey, not all via ‘Hubs’ that will mean getting on 
and off several buses and waiting around for bus transfers (dangerous in bad weather). •	Car access (to their homes, and to public areas and retail 
centres) •	Parking spaces at their homes, and around public areas and retail centres. •	Roads and parking spaces for delivery vehicles
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Choice 6 B

We want to use Place Briefs to set the targets for trips by walking, cycling and public transport based on current and planned transit interventions. This will determine 
appropriate parking levels to support high use of public transport.  Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Yes with caveats. But increasing parking restrictions must be done only if and when the corresponding improvement in public transport , disabled access, and 
in pedestrian and cycling infrastructure are in place. We recognize and accept that reducing parking is one way to reduce emissions and to reduce congestion 
and make the city, and new housing development, more ‘livable. But - • Apart from some basic ‘sorting out’ of  few stops that are historically misplaced, 
there should not be a ‘policy-based’ reduction in the number of bus stops / lengthening of the distance between bus stops, as this is discriminatory towards 
older people and those with disabilities, also potentially parents of small children.  •	As ‘general’ parking is progressively reduced, there needs to be 
consideration of increasing the number of disabled pick up / drop off points, and parking spaces.
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Choice 7 A

We want to determine parking levels in development based on targets for trips by walking, cycling and public transport.  These targets could be set by area, development 
type, or both and will be supported by other measures to control on-street parking. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Yes with caveats. LLCC broadly supports the aim of reducing car use in Edinburgh. But we think there is too much emphasis placed on cycling, and not enough 
on walking and public transport. Not everybody can cycle. Once again, LLCC is anxious to ensure that accessibility (see above) is given adequate consideration 
in all planning, bearing in mind the ageing population and the reliance that older and disabled people have on car use and public transport. Public transport 
(Lothian Buses) is not terribly accessible. Bus routes and ind parking policies are currently not well-adapted to the day to day travel patterns of our diverse, 
and ageing population. City Planners seem to be locked into a ‘male -centred’ (and increasingly out of date) uni-dimensional ‘commuter’ view of travel – i.e. 
that people leave their home in the mornings, travel into town (or wherever) to work, stay there all day, and then travel back again, on the same route in the 
evening.  In fact, more and more people are self-employed, or work part-time, may work several jobs, work shifts, may work from home. Pensioners do a lot 
of child-care, may be healthier and do part-time work or volunteering, and need to get out and about for physical and mental well-being. Research shows 
that women make more use of public transport than men, but have been shown to ‘trip chain’ rather than to commute  i.e they plan their travel around a list 
of tasks, both family related and work related, and make a larger number of shorter trips ‘around and about’ to various destinations linked to this sequence 
of tasks, rather than a repeated single long daily trip. Walking and bikes may be part of this, but it is difficult to pick up toddlers from nursery, or to take an 
elderly relative to the doctor, by bike. They need public transport  - and cars, if the public transport routes are not flexible enough to cover their needs.  We 
recognise that parking restrictions are necessary. Some observations: •	Leith has particular parking problems already due to being a tenamented, high 
population density area. Because so many new homes are / will be being built on brownfield sites in Leith, with few or no parking spaces provided within the 
developments, the pressure on on-street parking in Leith will become intolerable. •	There has to be some kind of ‘enforcement’ so that people buying flats 
in new developments without parking spaces cannot just keep their car nearby, on-street. For a start, they cannot be allowed to purchase Residents Parking 
Permits for the area, once a CPZ is introduced in Leith Walk and Leith.  •	A CPZ is only a partial solution in an area where there are already not enough 
parking spaces for existing residents. •	Consideration needs to be given to the fact that a CPZ is introduced in Leith Walk and Leith, just pushes the problem 
on to the areas at the fringes of the zone. i.e. to Leith Links. Flexible solutions, perhaps along the lines of the Priority Parking system need to be found for our 
area. •	As ‘general’ parking is progressively reduced, there needs to be consideration of increasing the number of disabled pick up / drop off points, and 
disabled parking spaces, both in local neighbourhoods (eg for attending doctor, church, community events) and in the city centre (for shopping, socializing, 
culture etc.), or Edinburgh will become progressively inaccessible to older citizens and to disabled people.
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Choice 7 B

We want to protect against the development of additional car parking in the city centre to support the delivery of the Council’s city centre transformation programme. Do 
you agree with this? - Yes  / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation
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Choice 7 C

We want to update our parking policies to control demand and to support parking for bikes, those with disabilities and electric vehicles via charging infrastructure. Do you 
agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Cars will still / always be needed /used, so progress towards small electric vehicles is important, and parking will still be required for these.  •	Car Club is not 
a viable solution for reducing car ownership and use until they have sorted out charging issues for electric vehicles. •	Parking for bikes is much needed but 
there is a huge security problem - bike theft is rife across the city – so better, more weather proof and more secure bike parking solutions must be 
found. •	Many cycle routes in the city are unsafe, these need to be segregated from traffic. Specifically, cycle routes through Leith, and along the tram route 
beyond the foot of Leith Walk, need attention. •	Disabled people might need parking spaces for a car or taxi loading point, but they may use mobility aids  - 
their own form of 'active travel' - perhaps we need to be looking at charging stations for electric wheelchairs and mobility scooters, as well as 4 wheeled 
vehicles?    LLCC broadly supports the aim of reducing car use in Edinburgh. But we think there is too much emphasis placed on cycling, and not enough on 
walking and public transport. Not everybody can cycle. Once again, LLCC is anxious to ensure that accessibility (see above) is given adequate consideration in 
all planning, bearing in mind the ageing population and the reliance that older and disabled people have on car use and public transport.Public transport and 
parking policies are currently not well-adapted to the day to day travel patterns of our diverse, and ageing population. City Planners seem to be locked into a 
‘male -centred’ (and increasingly out of date) uni-dimensional ‘commuter’ view of travel – i.e. that people leave their home in the mornings, travel into town 
(or wherever) to work, stay there all day, and then travel back again, on the same route in the evening.  In fact, more and more people are self-employed, or 
work part-time, may work several jobs, work shifts, may work from home. Pensioners do a lot of child-care, may be healthier and do part-time work or 
volunteering, and need to get out and about for physical and mental well-being. Research shows that women make more use of public transport than men, 
but have been shown to ‘trip chain’ rather than to commute  i.e they plan their travel around a list of tasks, both family related and work related, and make a 
larger number of shorter trips ‘around and about’ to various destinations linked to this sequence of tasks, rather than a repeated single long daily trip. 
Walking and bikes may be part of this, but it is difficult to pick up toddlers from nursery, or to take an elderly relative to the doctor, by bike. They need public 
transport  - and cars, if the public transport routes are not flexible enough to cover their needs.  Some further observations: •	  Park and Ride LLCC 
supports the principle of Park and Ride, and the safeguarding of sites for this use. The problem that we have in Leith is that there is no Park and Ride 
adequately serving the north east of the city. The residential eastern reaches of Leith Links – our area -  is BECOMING  a de facto on-street Park and Ride, 
because of this, and this is likely to get worse when the tram is up and running.  Extending parking restrictions down Leith Walk and into Leith will just make 
the problems worse for our area, as it will push the parking problems to the edges of the controlled parking zone. We need better Park and Ride facilities 
serving the NE of the city.  Extension to the NewCraighall P & R might help, so we would certainly support that.  Instead of just running buses into the centre 
of the city from there, buses should run into Leith, or to the centre via Leith. And / or - could a further smaller Park and Ride site be identified, in 
collaboration with East Lothian, on the fringe of Musselburgh, with buses running into Leith? Parking We recognise that parking restrictions are necessary. 
Some observations: •	Leith has particular parking problems already due to being a tenamented, high population density area. Because so many new homes 
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are / will be being built on brownfield sites in Leith, with few or no parking spaces provided within the developments, the pressure on on-street parking in 
Leith will become intolerable. •	There has to be some kind of ‘enforcement’ so that people buying flats in new developments without parking spaces cannot 
just keep their car nearby, on-street. For a start, they cannot be allowed to purchase Residents Parking Permits for the area, once a CPZ is introduced in Leith 
Walk and Leith.  •	A CPZ is only a partial solution in an area where there are already not enough parking spaces for existing residents. •	Consideration 
needs to be given to the fact that a CPZ is introduced in Leith Walk and Leith, just pushes the problem on to the areas at the fringes of the zone. i.e. to Leith 
Links. Flexible solutions, perhaps along the lines of the Priority Parking system need to be found for our area. •	As ‘general’ parking is progressively reduced, 
there needs to be consideration of increasing the number of disabled pick up / drop off points, and disabled parking spaces, both in local neighbourhoods (eg 
for attending doctor, church, community events) and in the city centre (for shopping, socializing, culture etc.), or Edinburgh will become progressively 
inaccessible to older citizens and to disabled people.

Choice 7 D

We want to support the city’s park and ride infrastructure by safeguarding sites for new park and ride and extensions, including any other sites that are identified in the City 
Mobility Plan or its action plan. Do you agree with this? - We want to support the city’s park and ride infrastructure by safeguarding sites for new park and ride and 
extensions, including any other sites that are identified in the City Mobility Plan or its action plan.

Short Response Yes

Explanation LLCC supports the principle of Park and Ride, and the safeguarding of sites for this use. The problem that we have in Leith is that there is no Park and Ride 
adequately serving the north east of the city. The residential eastern reaches of Leith Links – our area -  is BECOMING  a de facto on-street Park and Ride, 
because of this, and this is likely to get worse when the tram is up and running.  Extending parking restrictions down Leith Walk and into Leith will just make 
the problems worse for our area, as it will push the parking problems to the edges of the controlled parking zone. We need better Park and Ride facilities 
serving the NE of the city.  Extension to the NewCraighall P & R might help, so we would certainly support that.  Instead of just running buses into the centre 
of the city from there, buses should run into Leith, or to the centre via Leith. And / or - could a further smaller Park and Ride site be identified, in 
collaboration with East Lothian, on the fringe of Musselburgh, with buses running into Leith?
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Choice 8 A

We want to update our policy on the Cycle and Footpath Network to provide criteria for identifying new routes. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation We support all of the recommendations that would deliver more routes for walking and cycling in the city.  With respect to cycling routes, we would 
recommend that new routes take the form of protected spaces from car users.

Choice 8 B

As part of the City Centre Transformation and other Council and partner projects to improve strategic walking and cycling links around the city, we want to add the 
following routes (along with our existing safeguards) to our network as active travel proposals to ensure that they are delivered. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation

Choice 8 C

We want City Plan 2030 to safeguard and add any other strategic active travel links within any of the proposed options for allocated sites. We also want the City Plan 2030 
to include any new strategic active travel links which may be identified in the forthcoming City Plan 2030 Transport Appraisal, the City Mobility Plan, or which are identified 
through this consultation. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation We see an over emphasis on cycling and not enough emphasis on walking and public transport.
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Choice 8 C

We want City Plan 2030 to safeguard and add any other strategic active travel links within any of the proposed options for allocated sites. We also want the City Plan 2030 
to include any new strategic active travel links which may be identified in the forthcoming City Plan 2030 Transport Appraisal, the City Mobility Plan, or which are identified 
through this consultation. Do you agree with this? - Upload new cycle routes

Short Response No

Explanation

Choice 9 A

We want to consult on designating Edinburgh, or parts of Edinburgh, as a ‘Short Term Let Control Area’ where planning permission will always be required for the change of 
use of whole properties for short-term lets. Do you agree with this approach?   - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Emphatically yes, absolutely!  And quickly! We strongly support the proposal to introduce Short Term Let Control Area, for the City of Edinburgh as a whole. 
and without exception.   We absolutely do not support the idea of introducing STR Control Areas selectively in just one or two parts of the city. Air BnB and 
similar, and other Short Term Rentals are spread very widely throughout the city and not restricted to particular neighbourhoods. We also strongly support 
creation of a (hopefully very robust and strongly enforced!) new policy on the loss of homes to alternative uses, requiring planning permission for a change of 
use of residential flats and houses to short-stay commercial visitor accommodation or other uses.  As other groups such as PLACE Edinburgh have described 
in great detail,  the current high level of short term rentals is  seriously damage our city, and the well-being of our citizens. It affects housing availability, 
affordability and livability,  We support a clear policy such as Genuine home sharing - no change of policy Licensing needed for whole home letting Whole 
home letting - no more than 4 per year, no more than 1 in the same month. We do not support the building of more student accommodation in areas that 
have traditionally been homes. We do not support the change of use to yet more hotels and guest houses in areas that have traditionally been homes.
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Choice 9 B

We want to create a new policy on the loss of homes to alternative uses. This new policy will be used when planning permission is required for a change of use of residential 
flats and houses to short-stay commercial visitor accommodation or other uses. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Again, emphatically yes! Such a policy is urgently needed to protect housing for people to live in and to bring housing back into use. And leaving homes 
empty should be included as an 'other use' that needs change of use planning permission, to try and encourage properties back into use.

Choice 10 A

We want to revise our policy on purpose-built student housing. We want to ensure that student housing is delivered at the right scale and in the right locations, helps create 
sustainable communities and looks after student’s wellbeing. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation We strongly support the proposal to update, revise and to firm up into policy, the guidelines on student accommodation and ask urgently for new research on 
the numbers and distribution of students across the city, as we feel that the data  on which developers currently make their claims of ‘need’ for more student 
accommodation, are flawed (there is a severe underestimation of the number of students living in the Leith Walk area for example)>  In particular we 
support the requirement that there has to be a direct relationship between student accommodation and specific universities or colleges, this is not an 
appropriate  area for ‘speculative building’ by profit hungry corporations that have no interest in the city or in higher education, but merely in their own 
profits.
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Choice 10 B

We want to create a new policy framework which sets out a requirement for housing on all sites over a certain size coming forward for development. Do you agree with 
this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Emphatically yes! We support policies that promote building of good housing. We support policies aiming to strengthen communities, i.e. mixed use, rather 
than 'ghettos'

Choice 10 C

We want to create a new policy promoting the better use of stand-alone out of centre retail units and commercial centres, where their redevelopment for mixed use 
including housing would be supported. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Instead of everything being focused on students, we would also like to see development of low rent housing within the city reserved for ‘essential workers’ 
(now better recognized, After Coronavirus) such as nurses, police, care workers etc. who are now justly seen as key workers but who receive low salaries and 
cannot easily afford commercial rents /house prices. This might work out well in the retail units, as  proposed.
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Choice 11 A

We want to amend our policy to increase the provision of affordable housing requirement from 25% to 35%. Do you agree with this approach?  - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation Emphatically Yes. And emphatically this should include ALL all housing development, including student accommodation. We suggest that for developments 
less than 12 units there should still be a level of affordable housing required, although perhaps on a sliding scale of 25% down to the smallest developments 
of 4 units.  Social rented units are the most urgently needed.  Most so called ‘affordable housing’ is not in fact affordable for very many people in our 
community, even those who are working, but who are on low wages. We would support a review of how affordable housing is defined to reflect average 
wage levels within a given locality. We would support the policy  that affordable housing managed by registered social landlords should be let at social rents 
rather than market rents. In Leith, as elsewhere, to be able to buy a house people currently must move out of the city often to Mid or West Lothian, and then 
may have to commute in for work, leading to increased car use, traffic congestion, air pollution etc.   We strongly support an absolute requirement that all 
affordable housing per development should be delivered on-site (i.e. not waivered / ‘relocated’ to somewhere else in the city). We would very much like to 
see more homes, including affordable homes, right in the city centre.  We would like to see a city where citizens can afford to stay in the area where they 
belong, if they wish to, and within easy reach of their workplace by active travel or public transport..

Choice 11 B

We want City Plan 2030 to require a mix of housing types and tenures – we want the plan to be prescriptive on the required mix, including the percentage requirement for 
family housing and support for the Private Rented Sector. Do you agree with this?   - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation And also with a target of at least 10% for accessible homes.   Developments should ensure 'tenure blind' design whereby affordable and market housing are 
mixed/ indistinguishable.
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Choice 12 A

Which option do you support? - Option 1/2/3

Short Response Option 1 (Council/

Explanation Option 1 with caveats, see below Maybe Option 3a on a small scale - While we think that most new development should be on brownfield sites within the 
city, we do feel that there is scope for release of some Greenfield land, on a very limited scale. Specifically, we support the Cockburn Associations’ 
suggestion that greenfield land could be released at Area 3 - Kirkliston, provided that adequate new infrastructure is also provided, particularly a new High 
School.   LLCC primarily supports Options 1 but with some important caveats I.      	 To avoid overcrowding, and to create new communities that are truly 
livable ‘places’, brownfield site development must include: 1.	Better support of existing infrastructure and addition of significant new  local infrastructure 
(See Choice 5) 2.	Better / Increased recognition of the value of greenspace •                   No loss of existing greenspace, minimum tree loss, new tree 
planting •                   Addition of good quality new greenspace •                   Emphasis on ongoing good management of greenspace •                   In Leith / 
Seafield / Portobello specifically, emphasis on both greenspace and also access to the shore and ‘linear park’ in the form of a coastal path / cycleway linking 
Portobello beach through Leith to Newhaven, Granton, Cramond. 3.	Better engagement and collaboration with the local community to ensure that the 
context of specific sites, the character of existing neighbourhoods  and the needs of the local community are well understood.  4.	Better data, to evidence 
needs,  and to tailor design to need – not only need for new housing, but the need of the local community for new development that ‘fits’ the local 
neighbourhood. 5.	Real ‘mixed use’ to promote /support small businesses, both in retail  but also on commercial / light industrial sites, to provide local 
employment, reduce the need for travel and  preserve the character of the neighbourhood. 6.	Better, more imaginative and innovative, and more local 
design that respects the local neighbourhood context. 7.	More integrated and coordinated design, by requiring, for larger sites, different developers to 
collaborate and work together on design within an overall Place Brief that respects the local context. 8.	More  localized, integrated, and coordinated 
development, by requiring, for larger sites, all the different developers to collaborate and work within an overall Place Brief that respects the local 
context	. 9.	Better housing quality standards – need for reassessment, we cannot keep building ‘shoeboxes’ of minimum size. 10.	MUCH higher ‘green’ 
standards must be an obligatory factor in new housing standards. E.g. all roofs must include solar panels/power collection.  II      	New housing development 
on brownfield sites must - 1.	Provide the kind of housing that is most urgently needed. In the Leith area, that LLCC represents, that is predominantly social 
housing and affordable housing. Not high priced market homes 2.	The homes should be delivered by the Council and its Partners Ideally, if possible, new 
market housing should be sold only to people who are going to live in the development, or to Edinburgh-based  - not to overseas property investors, global 
corporations, property speculators, absentee buy-to-let landlords. Housing is a human right, not a commodity.   III     	AIRBNB and other Short Term Rentals 
across the city need, very urgently need to be reduced in number, and the properties returned to the housing stock of the city for ‘ordinary’ long term 
residential rental (or sale). We support introduction of STR Control city-wide, see Choice 9 This cannot be achieved without immediate changes to legislation, 
by-laws and policies, which must be implemented immediately as possible.   Enforcement of said laws and policies must be carried out rigorously. IV     
	Student Housing We strongly support the intention to revise and turn Guidance on Student Housing into firm policy. See Choice 10 We feel that student 
accommodation has already reached saturation point, in Leith, and should not be expanded any further. Indeed, contraction of existing provision may be 
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indicated. Especially following the COVID-19 outbreak, whose long term effects are likely to include a significant reduction in the numbers of overseas 
students seeking to travel to study/live in Edinburgh.  Having said that - All / any student housing that is built must be required to to able to be turned back 
into housing units if/ as and when required.

Choice 12 B1

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Support - Calderwood

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 12 B2

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Support - Kirkliston

Short Response Yes

Explanation
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Choice 12 B3

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Support - West Edinburgh

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 12 B4

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Support - East of Riccarton

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 12 B5

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Support - South East Edinburgh

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation
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Choice 12 B6

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Object - Calderwood

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 12 B7

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Object - Kirkliston

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 12 B8

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Object - West Edinburgh

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation
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Choice 12 B9

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Object - East of Riccarton

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 12 B10

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Support Greenfield - Object - South East Edinburgh

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 12 BX

Do you support or object to any of the proposed greenfield areas? (Please tick all that apply) - Explain why

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation If new education infrastructure (High School ) built self contained existing community, some existing infrastructure
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Choice 12 C

Do you have a greenfield site you wish us to consider in the proposed Plan? - Greenfield file upload

Short Response No

Explanation

Choice 12 C

Do you have a greenfield site you wish us to consider in the proposed Plan? - Greenfield file upload

Short Response No

Explanation

Choice 12 C

Do you have a greenfield site you wish us to consider in the proposed Plan? - Greenfield file upload

Short Response No

Explanation
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Choice 12 D

Do you have a brownfield site you wish us to consider in the proposed Plan? - Brownfield sites upload

Short Response No

Explanation

Choice 13 A

We want to create a new policy that provides support for social enterprises, start-ups, culture and tourism, innovation and learning, and the low carbon sector, where there 
is a contribution to good growth for Edinburgh. Do you agree with this?  - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation Not Answered

Choice 14 A

We want City Plan 2030 to support the best use of existing public transport infrastructure in West Edinburgh and accommodate the development of a mix of uses to support 
inclusive, sustainable growth.   We will do this through ‘an area of search’ which allows a wide consideration of future uses within West Edinburgh without being tied to 
individual sites. Do you support this approach? - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation Not Answered
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Choice 14 B

We want to remove the safeguard in the existing plan for the Royal Highland Showground site to the south of the A8 at Norton Park and allocate the site for other uses. Do 
you agree with this approach? - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation Not Answered

Choice 14 C

We want City Plan 2030 to allocate the Airport’s contingency runway, the “crosswinds runway” for the development of alternative uses next to the Edinburgh Gateway 
interchange. Do you agree with this approach? - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation Not Answered

Choice 15 A

We want to continue to use the national ‘town centre first’ approach. City Plan 2030 will protect and enhance the city centre as the regional core of south east Scotland 
providing shopping, commercial leisure, and entertainment and tourism activities. Do you agree with this? - Yes / No

Short Response No

Explanation Edinburgh City centre is under too much pressure already. Although this may change after corona virus.



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 15 B

New shopping and leisure development will only be allowed within our town and local centres (including any new local centres) justified by the Commercial Needs study. 
Outwith local centres, small scale proposals will be permitted only in areas where there is evidence of a lack of food shopping within walking distance. Do you agree? - Yes / 
No

Short Response Yes

Explanation

Choice 15 C

We want to review our existing town and local centres including the potential for new identified centres and boundary changes where they support walking and cycling 
access to local services in outer areas, consistent with the outcomes of the City Mobility Plan. Do you agree?  - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation After Coronavirus,  regarding "how retail trends develop" etc - and may be among the first to require revision. LLCC has a particular interest in Leith town 
centre – from the top of the Walk to the docks, densely flanked all the way down. This area is famous for its diversity, and large number of small independent 
shops and businesses, it is a very complex ‘ecosystem, which has been massively assaulted in recent years - twice – by tramworks. We very much want to 
participate in its protection. We seek the council’s cooperation with that, and expect to be involved.



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 15 D

We want to continue to prepare and update supplementary guidance for our town centres to adapt to changing retail patterns and trends, and ensure an appropriate 
balance of uses within our centres to maintain their vitality, viability and deliver good placemaking. Instead we could stop using supplementary guidance for town centres 
and set out guidance within the plan. Which approach do you support?  - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 15 E

We want to support new hotel provision in local, town, commercial centres and other locations with good public transport access throughout Edinburgh. Do you agree with 
this approach? - Yes / No

Short Response No

Explanation already too much We are not supportive of new hotel building, we look forward to research data to get updated figures, but we have seen data showing that 
existing hotel beds (Before Coronavirus) were not fully occupied. There is a strong movement against ever increasing growth of tourism in Edinburgh. The 
best way to guard against this is to limit the number of hotels etc.

Choice 15 G

We could also seek to reduce the quantity of retail floorspace within centres in favour of alternative uses such as increased leisure provision and permit commercial centres 
to accommodate any growing demand. Do you agree with this approach? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 16 A1

We want to continue to support office use at strategic office locations at Edinburgh Park/South Gyle, the International Business Gateway, Leith, the city centre, and in town 
and local centres. Do you agree?  - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation

Choice 16 A2

We want to support office development at commercial centres as these also provide accessible locations.  - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation

Choice 16 A3

We want to strengthen the requirement within the city centre to provide significant office floorspace within major mixed-use developments. Do you agree? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 16 A4

We want to amend the boundary of the Leith strategic office location to remove areas with residential development consent. Do you agree? - Yes / No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation We'd like to know more about this and the reasons behind it.

Choice 16 A5

We want to continue to support office development in other accessible locations elsewhere in the urban area. Do you agree?  - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation People would like to travel less and work closer to home, and this would reduce congestion in the city centre.

Choice 16 A5

We want to continue to support office development in other accessible locations elsewhere in the urban area. Do you agree?  - Do you have an office site you wish us to 
consider in the proposed Plan?

Short Response

Explanation



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 16 B

We want to identify sites and locations within Edinburgh with potential for office development. Do you agree with this? - Yes/No

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 16 C

We want to introduce a loss of office policy to retain accessible office accommodation. This would not permit the redevelopment of office buildings other than for office 
use, unless existing office space is provided as part of denser development.  This would apply across the city to recognise that office locations outwith the city centre and 
strategic office locations are important in meeting the needs of the mid-market. Or we could Introduce a ‘loss of office’ policy only in the city centre. - Yes / No

Short Response I support a loss of 

Explanation This might change depending on the scenario post corona virus

Choice 16 E1

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - 
Support - Leith Strategic Business Centre

Short Response Yes

Explanation



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 16 E2

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - 
Support - Newbridge

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 16 E3

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - 
Support - Newcraighall Industrial Estate.

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 16 E4

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - 
Support - The Crosswinds Runway

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 16 E5

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - Do not 
support - Leith Strategic Business Centre

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 16 E6

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - Do not 
support - Newbridge

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 16 E7

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - Do not 
support - Newcraighall Industrial Estate.

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 16 E8

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Yes / No - Do not 
support - The Crosswinds Runway

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 16 EX

We want to identify proposals for new modern business and industrial sites to provide necessary floorspace at the following locations. Do you agree?   - Explain why

Short Response Not Answered

Explanation

Choice 16 F

We want to ensure new business space is provided as part of the redevelopment of urban sites and considered in Place Briefs for greenfield sites.  We want to set out the 
amount expected to be re-provided, clearer criteria on what constitutes flexible business space, and how to deliver it, including the location on-site, and considering 
adjacent uses, servicing and visibility. Do you agree?   - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation



Customer Ref: 00042 Response Ref: ANON-KU2U-GWZY-R Supporting Info

Name Sally Millar Email secretary@leithlinkscc.org.uk

Response Type Community Council

On behalf of: Leith Links Community Council

Choice 16 G

We want to continue to protect industrial estates that are designated under our current policy on Employment Sites and Premises (Emp 8). Do you agree?  - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation

Choice 16 H

We want to introduce a policy that provides criteria for locations that we would support city-wide and neighbourhood goods distribution hubs. Do you agree? - Yes / No

Short Response Yes

Explanation We certainly see a great need for more locations around Leith for goods distribution hubs. Leith used to have lots of railway land and many large ‘goods 
yards’, but much of this land has now been lost to housing. The only possible way to reduce vehicle use is to reinstate areas on the edge of Leith where large 
delivery vehicles can offload. The eastern edge of the docks, Seafield end, would be well suited for this. Therefore it should not be swallowed up by new 
building of houses, office /business units.  We’d like to see compulsory purchase by the council of the land along Marine Drive, to the west of the Sewage 
plant, along to the docks. This land, currently owned by Forth Ports, is not used, nor is it maintained by FP. It is a known blackspot for (literally) industrial 
scale fly-tipping. It should be returned into use as a goods distribution hub, with a green corridor through it for a coastal path and access to the shore.


